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Motivation - Four Stylized Facts



Geography Trade diminishes with distance Prices vary across locations; difference in prices increases with distance Technology Factor payoffs are not equalized Relative productivities vary across industry within one country
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What do they do? (I) Theoretical Ricardian model capturing both comparative advantage and geographic barriers (transport costs, tariffs and quotas, delay, etc.) multicountry model with a continuum of goods, allowing for trade in intermediates. innovative feature: probabilistic formulation of technology heterogeneity (across countries and within a country) tractable and flexible framework, simple expressions that relate bilateral trade to a. deviation from PPP; b. technology; c. geography theory leads to gravity trade equations
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What do they do? (II)



Empirical using data on bilateral trade (manufacturing, OECD, 1990) to estimate parameters governing absolute advantage, comparative advantage and geographic barriers counterfactual exercises assessing I I I I



gains from trade patterns of specialization the role of trade in spreading new technology effect of tariff reduction
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The Model Setup



N countries : source country i; destination country n Goods: a continuum of goods j ∈ [0, 1] Preference: I



I



R1 CES utility function U = [ 0 Q(j)(σ−1)/σ di]σ/(σ−1) – σ elasticity of substitution Country n’s total expenditure Xn
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The Model Setup Production: I I I



Y = zLβ M 1−β /[β β (1 − β)1−β ] unit cost of production ci /zi (j) (1−β) zi (j) is the efficiency, and ci = wiβ pi – pi overall price index, final goods same as intermediate goods



Trade cost: one unit from i to n requires dni > 1, for i 6= n Market Structure: I I



i Perfect competition: potential price pni (j) = ( zic(j) )dni Actual price pn (j) = mini {pni (j)} – goods j produced in different countries are perfectly substitutable
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Technology The key idea: zi (j) is the realization of a random variable independent of j i.e. zi (j) = Zi −θ Zi ∼ c.d.f Fi (z) = Pr[Zi ≤ z] = e−Ti z Fi (z) is also the distribution of efficiency draws across goods Ti governs absolute advantage; θ governs comparative advantage (heterogeneity across sectors) e



Tz



black



Eaton and Kortum (2002)



= 1:5; T = 1; red



= 4; T = 1; green



= 1:5; T = 2
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Prices



distribution of prices presented by country i: −θ θ Gni = P r[pni ≤ p] = 1 − Fi (ci dni /p) = 1 − e−[Ti (ci dni ) ]p the probability that country i provides the R ∞ lowest price in country n πni = P r[pni (j) ≤ min{pns (j); s 6= i}] = =



Ti (ci dni )−θ Φn I



Φn =



PN



i=1



0



Πs6=i [1 − Gns (p)]dGni (p)



Ti (ci dni )−θ



prevailing price distribution in country n: −Φn pθ Gn (p) = 1 − ΠN i=1 [1 − Gni (p)] = 1 − e
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First Look - Trade Flows, Prices and Distance Nice implications (by Frechet Distribution): Fraction of goods that n buys from i: Xni Xn



= πni =



Ti (ci dni )−θ Φn



= Ti (



γdni wiβ p1−β i )−θ pn



−1



Price index pn = γΦn θ , Φn =



PN



−θ i=1 Ti (ci dni )



PPP holds when no trade cost Country i’s normalized import share in country n: Xni /Xn pi dni −θ =( ) Xii /Xi pn Estimate (Xni /Xn )/(Xii /Xi ) using bilateral trade in manufactures, 19 OECD countries, 1990 Approximate pi dni /pn using retail prices of 50 manufactured goods Eaton and Kortum (2002)
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First Look - Trade and Prices



technology, geography, and trade



θ = 8.28



1755



Figure 2.—Trade and prices.



we use this value for - in exploring counterfactuals. This value of - implies a in efficiency (for aGeography given state of technology T ) of 15Janpercent. Technology, and Trade 15, 2008
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Closing the model - Equilibrium input cost In order to conduct counterfactual experiment, one needs to know the adjustment of cost ci to a new equilibrium. Real wages increases with the technology and decreases with domestic products’ expenditure share (the same as in DFS[1979]) wi Ti = γ −1/β ( )1/βθ pi πii gains from trade: autarky implies πii = 1 gains from trade increases with more heterogeneity and larger share of intermediates
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Closing the model Balance of Trade N X



wi L i − πii Xi = β



πni Xn ⇒ wi Li = β



n=1,n6=i



N X



πni Xn



n=1



mobile labor across manufacturing and nonmanufacturing: wi Li =



N X



πni [(1 − β)wn Ln + αβYn ]



n=1



given wage in nonmanufacturing, determines Li immobile labor across manufacturing and nonmanufacturing wi Li =



N X



πni [(1 − β + αβ)wn Ln + αβYno ]



n=1



fixing Li , determines wi (Yn is the aggregate final expenditure) Eaton and Kortum (2002)
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Relative Wage Two extreme cases: dni = 1: wi Ti /Li 1/(1+βθ) =( ) wN TN /LN because, I



I



wi Li wN LN



=



PN πni Xn PNn=1 π N nN Xn n=1



=



−θ Ti (γwiβ p−β i )



PN



β −β −θ TN (γwN pN )



Pn=1 N



Xn



n=1



Xn



Labor mobile: country with a higher technology relative to its wage will specialize more in manufacturing Labor immobile: Given technology, increase in labor induces workers move to production of goods in which the country is less productive, driving down the wage; wage adjust to maintain trade balance



dni = ∞
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wi /p = γ −1/β Ti
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Estimation of the trade equation-estimates with source effects expenditure share of import from country i in country n relative to that of domestic goods in country n: Xni Ti wi −θβ pi −θ(1−β) −θ = ( ) ( ) dni Xnn Tn wn pn ln



0 Xni = −θ ln dni + Si − Sn 0 Xnn



Si measure of country i’s competitiveness, the technology adjusted for its labor costs, Si ≡ β1 ln Ti − θ ln wi Si - the coefficients on source-country dummies (similar to unit labor cost) estimate dni using dummies capturing distance, border, language, trading area (EC, EFTA), other geographic barriers Eaton and Kortum (2002)
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TABLE III Bilateral Trade Equation



Bilateral Trade Equation -Source Effects Variable



Distance "0# 375& Distance "375# 750& Distance "750# 1500& Distance "1500# 3000& Distance "3000# 6000& Distance "6000# maximum$ Shared border Shared language European Community EFTA



−-d1 −-d2 −-d3 −-d4 −-d5 −-d6 −-b −-l −-e1 −-e2



est.



s.e.



−3!10 −3!66 −4!03 −4!22 −6!06 −6!56 0!30 0!51 0!04 0!54



%0!16& %0!11& %0!10& %0!16& %0!09& %0!10& %0!14& %0!15& %0!13& %0!19&



Source Country Country



Australia Austria Belgium Canada Denmark Finland France Germany Greece Italy Japan Netherlands New Zealand Norway Portugal Spain Sweden United Kingdom United States



S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17 S18 S19



Total Sum of squares Sum of squared residuals Number of observations
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2937 71 342



Destination Country



est.



s.e.



0!19 −1!16 −3!34 0!41 −1!75 −0!52 1!28 2!35 −2!81 1!78 4!20 −2!19 −1!20 −1!35 −1!57 0!30 0!01 1!37 3!98



%0!15& %0!12& %0!11& %0!14& %0!12& %0!12& %0!11& %0!12& %0!12& %0!11& %0!13& %0!11& %0!15& %0!12& %0!12& %0!12& %0!12& %0!12& %0!14&



−-m1 −-m2 −-m3 −-m4 −-m5 −-m6 −-m7 −-m8 −-m9 −-m10 −-m11 −-m12 −-m13 −-m14 −-m15 −-m16 −-m17 −-m18 −-m19



Error Variance: Two-way (- 2 +22 ) One-way (- 2 +12 )
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est.



s.e.



0!24 −1!68 1!12 0!69 −0!51 −1!33 0!22 1!00 −2!36 0!07 1!59 1!00 0!07 −1!00 −1!21 −1!16 −0!02 0!81 2!46



%0!27& %0!21& %0!19& %0!25& %0!19& %0!22& %0!19& %0!19& %0!20& %0!19& %0!22& %0!19& %0!27& %0!21& %0!21& %0!19& %0!22& %0!19& %0!25& 0!05 0!16
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Estimation of the trade equation - using wage data S1764 − θ ln w j. i )eaton and s.i ; kortum i = α0 + αR ln Ri − αH (1/H i+τ instruments: total workforce and population density TABLE V Competitiveness Equation Ordinary Least Squares



Constant Research stock, ln Ri Human capital, 1/Hi Wage, ln wi



3R −3H −-



Total Sum of squares Sum of squared residuals Number of observations



Two-Stage Least Squares



est.



s.e.



est.



3!75 1!04 −18!0 −2!84



%1!89& %0!17& %20!6& %1!02&



3!82 1!09 −22!7 −3!60



80!3 18!5 19



s.e.



%1!92& %0!18& %21!3& %1!21&



80!3 19!1 19



1i of source-country competitiveNotes: Estimated using 1990 data. The dependent variable is the estimate S ness shown in Table III. Standard errors are in parentheses.



5!3! Estimates using Price Data The second alternative is toTechnology, estimateGeography the bilateral trade equationJan (28) using our and Trade 15, 2008 16 / 23
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Implied Technology technology, geography, and trade Si ≡



1 β



ln Ti − θ ln wi



Country



Australia Austria Belgium Canada Denmark Finland France Germany Greece Italy Japan Netherlands New Zealand Norway Portugal Spain Sweden United Kingdom United States



1765



TABLE VI States of Technology Estimated Source-country Competitiveness



0!19 −1!16 −3!34 0!41 −1!75 −0!52 1!28 2!35 −2!81 1!78 4!20 −2!19 −1!20 −1!35 −1!57 0!30 0!01 1!37 3!98



Implied States of Technology - = 8!28



- = 3!60



- = 12!86



0!27 0!26 0!24 0!46 0!35 0!45 0!64 0!81 0!07 0!50 0!89 0!30 0!12 0!43 0!04 0!21 0!51 0!49 1!00



0!36 0!30 0!22 0!47 0!32 0!41 0!60 0!75 0!14 0!57 0!97 0!28 0!22 0!37 0!13 0!33 0!47 0!53 1!00



0!20 0!23 0!26 0!46 0!38 0!50 0!69 0!86 0!04 0!45 0!81 0!32 0!07 0!50 0!01 0!14 0!57 0!44 1!00



Notes: The estimates of source-country competitiveness are the same as those shown in Table III. For an 1i , the implied state of technology is Ti = %eS1i w - &2 . States of technology are normalized estimated parameter S i relative to the U.S. value.
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Counterfactual exercises



Given the parameters estimated in the previous section, examine counterfactuals according to following criteria: real GDP - overall welfare manufacturing employment - specialization, in case of mobile labor manufacturing wages, in case of immobile labor
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technology, geography, and trade
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Gains from Trade I



TABLE IX The Gains from Trade: Raising Geographic Barriers Percentage Change from Baseline to Autarky Mobile Labor



Immobile Labor



Country



Welfare



Mfg. Prices



Mfg. Labor



Welfare



Mfg. Prices



Mfg. Wages



Australia Austria Belgium Canada Denmark Finland France Germany Greece Italy Japan Netherlands New Zealand Norway Portugal Spain Sweden United Kingdom United States



−1!5 −3!2 −10!3 −6!5 −5!5 −2!4 −2!5 −1!7 −3!2 −1!7 −0!2 −8!7 −2!9 −4!3 −3!4 −1!4 −3!2 −2!6 −0!8



11!1 24!1 76!0 48!4 40!5 18!1 18!2 12!8 24!1 12!7 1!6 64!2 21!2 32!1 25!3 10!4 23!6 19!2 6!3



48!7 3!9 2!8 6!6 16!3 8!5 8!6 −38!7 84!9 7!3 −8!6 18!4 36!8 41!1 25!1 19!8 −3!7 −6!0 8!1



−3!0 −3!3 −10!3 −6!6 −5!6 −2!5 −2!5 −3!1 −7!3 −1!7 −0!3 −8!9 −3!8 −5!4 −3!9 −1!7 −3!2 −2!6 −0!9



65!6 28!6 79!2 55!9 59!1 27!9 28!0 −33!6 117!5 21!1 −8!4 85!2 62!7 78!3 53!8 32!9 19!3 12!3 15!5



54!5 4!5 3!2 7!6 18!6 9!7 9!8 −46!3 93!4 8!4 −10!0 21!0 41!4 46!2 28!4 22!5 −4!3 −6!9 9!3



Notes: All percentage changes are calculated as 100 ln%x) /x& where x) is the outcome under autarky %dni → ( for n #= i) and x is the outcome in the baseline.
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Gains from Trade II
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Technology vs. Geography in determining specialization when labor is mobile, consider the changes in the fraction of labor devoted to manufacturing as geogrpahic barriers fall: 1772 j. eaton and s. kortum
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Figure 3.—Specialization, technology, and geography. Technology, Geography and Trade
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Technology vs. Geography



As geographic barriers fall from their autarky level, manufacturing shifts towards larger countries where intermediate inputs are cheaper. Further declines can also reverse this pattern as smaller countries can also buy intermediates cheaply.
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Final Remarks



Other applications: benefits of foreign technology, eliminating tariff Ricardian + geographic barrier to generate specialization; Other models with specialization is often caused by product differentiation, via the Armington assumption or monopolistic competition
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